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The past three years have seen three thought-provoking
and well attended symposia, the founding of a new society,
the Society of Plant Neurobiology (SPN), and the promising
start of a new journal, Plant Signaling and Behavior.
Although most participants within the Plant Neurobiology
framework are finding plenty of stimulating, inspirational
and controversial material, other colleagues have some
concern about the scientific validity and rationale behind
‘plant neurobiology’. Vigilance is a justifiable concern of the
scientific community. In their critique of Plant Neurobiology, Amedeo Alpi et al. [1] ask the question ‘‘What longterm scientific benefits will the plant science research
community gain from the concept of ‘plant neurobiology’?’’,
which they believe is ‘. . .based on superficial analogies and
questionable extrapolations. . .’ such as nerves, brain
synapses, intelligent responses being expatriated from
the field of animal neurobiology to explain some of the
complex behavior of plants.
Most of our statements and publications should
have made clear that plant neurobiology is pursuing a
framework of ideas that were introduced by outstanding
representatives of the plant sciences such as Wilhelm
Pfeffer [2,3], Charles Darwin [4], Julius von Sachs [5],
Georg Haberlandt [6] and Erwin Bünning [7]. No one
proposes that we literally look for a walnut-shaped little
brain in the root or shoot tip or some myelinated superconducting nerve cells in plants. Neither did Haberlandt
[6] when he compared long-distance signalling in Mimosa
with that in animals, nor Darwin when he considered
the Venus’ flytrap as the most animal-like plant [8] or
conjectured that the root tip fulfills complex tasks like a
brain [4].
We are less concerned with names than with the
phenomena that have been overlooked in plant science,
which, in our opinion, need to be addressed to truly understand plant operation, particularly in an era of outstanding
new technologies. We begin with the fact that action
potentials were observed in plants more than 100 years
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ago but we still don’t know their means of propagation and
biological purpose and the molecular components that
maintain and respond to plant action potentials have still
to be determined. We have known since Pfeffer, Haberlandt and Jagadish Chandra Bose that action potentials
are conducted in the vascular bundles (see Ref. [9] for
reference). If one wants to figure out how a sunflower plant
is able to propagate an action potential over a distance of
0.3 m (a length of more than one thousand cells), then with
what related phenomenon should we start our comparisons
if not those of animals? We need to ascertain the role of
action potentials in plants. Preliminary data suggest that
action potentials are implicated in ionic homeostasis,
phloem transport, protein expression, respiration, pollination and organ movements (for most recent papers see Refs
[10,11] and for reviews see Refs [12,13]). Although we know
a lot about potassium channels in plants, we have no idea
what their roles are in propagating plant action potentials.
So far, we have placed only a few tiles in the complex
mosaic.
Plant Neurobiology creates an important and yet
unfilled niche for plant biology. Already, the field has
evolved considerably since its inception. The interdisciplinary nature of the three international symposia did more
than just challenge (and in some cases reject) the use of
neurobiological terms and our understanding of plant
behavior: it generated ideas about how to understand
the broader picture of plant signaling. Together we move
towards a more integrated view, seeking the means by
which plants communicate within and among themselves
as well as with other organisms, and whether this is a
centralized or decentralized (or somewhere in between)
process within the plant.
There is no doubt that animal and plant biologists have
borrowed terms from each other throughout the evolution
of their fields – often amid much controversy at the time.
For example, Robert Hook originally discovered cells in
plant tissues in 1665 and this cellular analogy proved
useful for animal tissues much later [14]. Moreover, plant
physiology faced a rather difficult and long introduction
into plant sciences. Julius von Sachs, at the young age of
25, had his ‘habilitation’ in the emerging field of plant
physiology. When he submitted his thesis at the Charles
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University (then known as Carl-Ferdinands Universität)
in Prague [15], it was returned to him with a comment that
plant physiology does not exist (p. 469 in Ref. [16]). It was
only the influence of Jan Evangelista Purkyne that convinced his colleagues to accept this thesis. However, the
birth of plant physiology was a controversial event and it
was not until 1926 that the journal Plant Physiology was
founded.
From the critique by Alpi et al. [1] we recognize that we
need to engage many more scientists in the plant signaling
community. Alpi et al. focus their criticism on the possibility that auxin has ‘neurotransmitter-like’ characteristics
in plants. Both groups agree that auxin is tranported cellto-cell via a variety of transporters. However, outstanding
questions remain as to whether intercellular movement of
auxin passes through the symplast and/or the apoplast. If
apoplastic, does this intercellular movement occur via
plasma membrane-localized transporters and/or via a
vesicle-mediated system, or both? Alternatively, auxin
might be transported via the symplast through plasmodesmata, as Alpi et al. speculate. The role of plasmodesmata in the long-distance transport of auxin is poorly
described, and is an exciting area that needs more consideration. An even larger question at hand is how electrical cell–cell coupling is regulated. We differ with Alpi
et al. who maintain that the ‘. . .occurance of plasmodesmata. . .poses a problem for signaling from an electrophysiological point of view – extensive electrical
coupling would preclude the need for any cell-to-cell transport of a ‘neurotransmitter-like’ compound. . .’. However,
we believe that too little is known regarding plant signaling, particularly in the apoplast and/or the symplast, to
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exclude a role of cell-to-cell transport of a ‘neurotransmitter-like’ compound as a mediator of intercellular-electrochemical signals.
We welcome a healthy discussion, pros and cons, during
this exciting introduction of the plant neurobiology concept
and we seek the development of an intellectually rigorous
foundation.
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